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About This Game

WELCOME TO THE ZONE

Zone Zero. A region once flourishing and vibrant, now devastated and deserted. The day Perunium – a previously unknown,
superconductive element – was discovered in the area, marked the fast and inevitable collapse of the entire territory. Once the

governments and corporations were done extracting this new source of income, they evacuated all civilians and closed the
region, declaring it neutral.

Life abhors a vacuum, however, so it didn't take long for the first illegal miners to appear – and it took even less time for a quiet
war between the main economic powers to start. Nothing was going on in the Zone according to the news – no bloodshed, and
only a couple of random punks breaking the "keep away" order. Journalists belittled the whole thing reporting "zero killed".

Case closed. Scavengers who remained in the Zone started calling themselves "Zeros": people whose lives are a dime a dozen,
their deaths not even counted as casualties.

A few years later, only professional Zeros remain in the Zone – people who have abandoned their past and broke any contact
with former employers. You take the role of one of them. You are one of the Zeros.

THINK, PLAN, EXECUTE, REPEAT

Just like real life special forces teams, Zero Killed focuses heavily on cooperation and communication. Both are key elements
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required to adapt and respond to the destructible environment. This means that being successful in combat will require planning
ahead, foreseeing the opposite team's next move, tactical thinking, and accurately analyzing the situation on the battlefield

before deciding who from your squad should do the next move or what piece of equipment to use.

MEET THE TEAM

In Zero Killed you get to choose between 10 completely different characters. Each with their own loadout, a unique gadget, and
a unique perk. All designed to make sure there's something setting them apart and make them special in their own way.

Big Foot – a heavy weapons specialist and a former weightlifting champion. Equipped with heavy armor, a gas mask, and a
door breacher, he comes as close as possible to impersonating a tank.

Ghost – a mysterious man that excels in marksmanship. He doesn't share who he was before being assigned to the Zero Zone.
His organization equipped him with lots of hi-tech equipment, such as the enhanced AR glass that allows him to track tagged

objects for longer than usual.

Samaritan – one of the best heart surgeons in her country, but officially died a month prior to her Zero Zone assignment. Sent
to the Zero Zone as a part of a cleanup expedition, or at least that's what it was officially called.

Pete – a young, hyperactive private assigned to the Zero Zone just after his Spec Ops training and constantly brags about his
grades in the Air Force academy. Excellent in handling and shooting assault rifles. Constantly tries to hit on Hydra.

A.N.D. – an introverted nerd with no social skills, but the intelligence of a genius. Offered an assignment in the Zero Zone as a
way to avoid a life sentence for hacking the federal reserve and transferring the equivalent of a couple of trucks of gold to his

off-shore account.

OX – a former general that served in the Navy. After his son shot himself with his gun, he wanted a suicide assignment – he got
the Zero Zone instead. Takes his anger out on the enemies. Brutally.

Hydra – a highly disciplined lieutenant. Exiled from her country after organizing a coup against an 'unpatriotic' government and
playing a vigilante by capturing and torturing deserters. Considers Pete childish.

Price – a businessman, former owner of one of the organizations contracted with the extraction of Perunium in the Zero Zone.
A computer science engineer with plenty of money.

Freya – a defense specialist with Scandinavian origins. Equipped with heavy armor and an assault shield, she is the person that
can definitely endure heavy fire.

Paeon – a Persian doctor with a military background. Assigned to the Zero Zone as a part of the rescue teams, but officially
hasn't returned.

CHECK WHAT'S IN THE GOODIE BAG

4 Vs. 4 Multiplayer Gameplay.

10 completely different characters to choose from, all with unique gadgets, equipment, perks, and personalities.

4 game modes:
– Data Steal
– Domination
– Evasion (versus AI!)
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– Tournament

3 Unique Locations
– Nuclear
– Suburbs
– Sewers

Traverse the world without teleporting including sprinting, climbing a ladder or sneaking around. Our motion sickness
free technology will allow you to fully immerse yourself in the game world, without the risk of your enemy teleporting
out of nowhere and attacking you from behind.

Loads of equipment and gadgets that can be used to gain an advantage over the opposing team. Grenades, mines, sonar,
explosives, hand cameras, and more!

Real life interactions with the environment and objects. The enemy throws a grenade your way? Throw it back! Your
team mate under heavy fire and out of ammo?
Toss him your spare magazine. Do all you'd normally do on a regular battlefield.

Realistic weapons behavior, including recoil, damage model, and obstacle penetration.

Destructible environment. Doors blocking your way or your enemy using a wooden cover to hide? Smash them, blow
them up, or crash through them. And don't forget to duck, cover, and keep moving to avoid getting hit. Just like you
would in real life!

Tagging system – crucial to victory on the battlefield. Remember that knowing your enemy's position gives you a big
advantage and greatly increases your chance of victory.
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Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 960
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Absolutely not. Very few checkpoints and many one hit deaths = playing the same level over and over and over and over.. THIS
GAME IS AWESOME.
That was the short version, now I'll try to say a bit more. As a point'n'click lover, I played many of them, but YO is one of the
very few who made say "wow, that's brilliant".
The story itself is very good, the characters are interesting, and the devs were clever enough to use original mechanics in a genre
which lacks it. While common point'n'clicks will use a standard inventory, with objects you can combine with other objects or
environment items, YO is also adding other things. You have an inventory for objects, but also another one for informations /
ideas. This gives the opportunity to go deeper with combinations. There's also another nice thing: the multi-combination. 5th
screenshot starting from the right on the store page shows what it means. In my humble opinion it really makes things more
interesting.
There are also different times involved in the game, making player feel totally different atmospheres. And some comments
from the game, when trying weird combinations, are really hilarious. It's not for a small child and for people who don't like to
laugh with dark things. I highly recommend the game to everyone else :). This is a phenomenally well put together experience.
Immersive theatre really is the best description. Without VR, the closest way to emulate this experience would be hiring a troupe
of actors to play out an elaborate murder mystery in an abandoned mansion. If that sounds awesome... I honestly think you're
actually getting a better experience with The Invsisible Hours. WIth the ability to rewind or speed up time, you don't need to
miss a single detail. You are free to view as little or as much of each of the various storylines as they wind in and out of each
others paths. It is only over when you feel that you have sufficiently understood all of its mysteries.

My only criticism is that this story's particular structure does not provide room for a traditional denoument. I would love a
greater sense of resolution for the remaining characters. That being said, I would gladly sign up for more should the developer
create similar immersive theatre in the future. Different settings/genres are ripe for exploring in this exceptionally engrossing
new 4D storytelling medium.

I would recommend this experience to anyone with access to a capable VR rig. If you are into theater, murder mysteries, or new
storytelling mediums, find a way to experience this.

(I've played about 6 hrs and still haven't quite found 100% of secrets). As A bike racing game It's a slight improvment .. the
breaking under load is much better like rear lifting and weaving, also the front will tuck more than before if you trail to long.

Graphics are much better( you need to tweak your settings to find best setting for your PC )

The racing online is good apart from having no choice lobbys, you get sent to who ever and where ever.. or set up a private
lobby and invite friends..

I think its worth your money. I love anything bikes so I guess i'm a bit biased.. this cant play the game because of a standard
error. Followed several instructions online, still doesnt work. Really a shame cause I played the game before and it is good. Why
does Steam put broken games in there store?
. The only redeeming feature this smhup has is to serve as an example of how not to design a vertical shooter. Just one horrible
game that isn't worth your time at any price especially considering how many great SHMUPS are out there on steam and
elsewhere for cheaper or free like the sublime Hydorah (google and enjoy).. Buy it while it's cheap people! Hardcore gaming
fans will find delight in this game's fast pace, neon lights, and quirky attitude. right now, the only thing you can do is play CPU
but it appears they are adding much more! A good game to accompany STARWHALE. to be clear, the bar for me with good vr
games is "chair in a room, paranormal activity, the gallery eps1 and 2, and the early demo of Nevrosa. These are all games
which i will glady recomend to anyone

this game is fantastic, music is incredible too.
The world it puts u in feels like a mix of where the wild things are with pans labyrynth and a lion witch and the wardrobe.
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u will not be dissapointed

for a first delve into vr games bravo to the dev team

well worth the money , and they only negative is that now i have to wait for the next 2 games to come out :). This is a fun little
game. The puzzles are a little bit repetitive but not to the point of boredom; each chapter adds another little puzzle mechanic to
help keep it fresh. The overall presentation reminds me greatly of ABZU (both games even run on the Unreal 4 engine), except
Koral is a side scroller. But the theme of restoring marine life is similar. ABZU had an abstract storyline that was, to one degree
or another, open to interpretation (the content appeared to be based on the Sumerian account of creation and rebirth), whereas
Koral is aiming for an environmentally conscious theme. But like ABZU or Journey, the music is dynamic and changes with the
flow of the game; it works well here. The colors are pretty, especially when all of the graphic settings are maxed out in
3840x1600 ultrawide. I have to admit I don't really see $10 worth of game here, but it's an indie game that I can tell received a
lot of TLC from the developer, so spending a few extra dollars more then I otherwise would isn't a problem. If you want action
and want to blow stuff up, this game isn't for you and you should look elsewhere. If you want to relax, this game is worth taking
a look at.
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hi,

played the demo and start now with the EA Version.

I enjoy already a lot the style of the sim and the possibilities. You're doing a great job.

I hope for lots of development updates and content, content, content, ...

Please tell us a roadmap about your planned updates - and a detailed manual is urgenty needed, I'd say.

Thumbs up, pls dont let your supporters down. Thanks.. A fun, educational game. There's a small amout of replay value right
now, but not a lot. I'm sure as the game is developed and more things are added, it will continue to grow. Good for a casual
gamer or someone looking to relax and kill some time.. Kudos, Skot.. It's truly nothing more than a tank tower defense with the
'Gratuitous -Vehicle- Battles'. Nothing like the Spaceship one I played as a kid. Don't pay cash for this, Honestly play like...I
don't know. Bloons or something and you'll have more fun with it.. Magnific unit pack with special and very powerful units.
You have tu bought it in sales because it could be cheaper (0.99-1.25\u20ac). No provision to change key bindings for
gameplay? Such a basic thing. If you are going to prohibit users from assigning their own keys to functions, at least make the
bindings you have forced upon us somewhat close to normal. It's a deal breaker that makes this game a waste of money and time
at any price.. Early Access Watcher Public Service Announcement

Game: The Silence Outside

Version: v0.9

Gameplay Footage: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=glIzNWgoInk

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.

I have no issue with a developer using store bought assets as place marks. I really don\u2019t The moment they decide to put
their game up for sale, however, the leniency degrades and my palm slowly ascends towards my forehead. The frequency of the
asset usage in Early Access is getting to high and I am tired of seeing poor programming accompanying it. The current amount
of playable content includes two stealth missions that can be completed in under thirty seconds (with no clearing scoring method
or failure state) and five run through portal missions that range from 30 to 60seconds depending on the walking or dash speed. I
would say six, but the level seems to be broken and only has a CD_NAV prompt in the name. A story mode and other challenges
are slated for a later date.

Visually the game is what you expect from the Unreal 4 engine with sound design being standard door opening and footsteps.
The two tracks I could hear in the game were okay, but with how quickly levels complete, I couldn\u2019t hear them to tell how
long the track length was. The underlying problem is with how dark the game is in almost every section. One zone in a spiral
corridor was fine, but the engineering areas and public zone were too dark. I have a guess why this might be, but I don\u2019t
like to assume anything. As for the environments, I recognize the two stealth levels being made with the Modular SciFi:
Engineer Hallways and some items being a part of the Sci Fi Industrial Crates pack.

Technical issues are wide and varied, including load screen issues (can move behind the screen), mouse functionality issues
(loses the ability to scan by moving the mouse\/requires holding down mouse button to scan), complete character lock up (causes
character to not respond as seen in video with locked walking) and unexpected stuttering. This is not the complete list, but more
of the serious issues. Missing textures make it possible to fall out of the level with a view of the skybox, enemy AI fails to detect
you from two feet away in certain cases and the number of times code prompts flash up in the top left corner is unacceptable. I
understand things like the story mode and combat challenges are missing, but you can make it so the response prompts are not
visible or explain that the feature is not available. One glaring issue is with the equipment system that wouldn\u2019t respond
properly in the Test mode, carrying over to the main menu. It adds another layer of frustration to the list requiring a restart of
the program to fix.

I just can\u2019t recommend it in this state and hope that the developers do manage to fix most of these issues within their first
couple of patches. This game was released too early for the its\u2019 own good.
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This has been a EAW PSA.. Great story. I really liked it, 10\/10 would buy again. Money well spent.. Shity season pass that
dosen't contain new arena and then fix it by call it "Street Fighter V Season 1 Character Pass".
Really? Capcom? With the F*cking 30$? If you want this game to be E-Sport then open this sh*t for free and sell characters.
This is why I hate SFV. When I bougth this game at 60$ and "season pass" at 30$ it should be full game.
Not like this, Capcom.

0\/10 I lost faith in you, Capcom.
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